
QUAN BRAY MAD LIB! 
Using only the words “Quan” or “Bray” (or any variations), complete the mad-lib! 
             
 
One fine     , Bob said to his buddy Dave, “We should go for a ride  
                    (24 hours) 
on my     boat.” Dave said, “That’s a fun idea! We can float  
          (large flotation device) 
around in Tampa    and play     cards.” Before they set  
             (body of water)        (Japanese monsters) 
out, they drove by the gas station to buy a bag of      to snack on.  
              (type of nuts) 
When Bob and Dave arrived at the mouth of the    , Bob said to Dave,  
                (body of water) 
“We need to make sure we     the rules. Why, just    
       (adhere to)   (24 hours before- 
 , I watched somebody jump off his boat too close to the rocks and he  
hand) 
cracked three      .” Dave replied, “Good plan. Although,  
  (bones located in the spine) 
you’d think that the guy would’ve weighed the pro’s and     first. I  
          (negative outcomes) 
mean, it’s not like it’s        or something!”  
     (specific branch of natural science) 
“You’re right,” said Bob, “and it’s not like you can just buy a new backbone on   
               (an 
   if you ever find yourself in a      .” The two  
online market)            (difficult situation) 
friends boarded the       boat, and Dave played some music on  
           (large flotation device) 
his iPhone. Bob said, “Man, why do we have to listen to Pharrell? And what does  
 
   even mean?” Dave said, “I don’t know, dude, but the girls like him,  
(boo-thang) 
and they look like they could be on      . But it’s okay. I’ll  
           (Hasselhoff. That’s all.) 
just play some     instead.” “Well, shoot, Dave. It’s pretty much a  
         (doctor you forgot about) 
                         that I’d almost rather sit through     
    (predicted outcome)                (a famous 
   than listen to Pharrell,” said Bob. “Don’t be such a drama  
ballet forever ruined by Natalie Portman) 
 


